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Intermediate Technical Test Analyst 
Pretoria, South Africa 
 
LAWtrust is looking for an Intermediate Technical Test Analyst with experience in manual and automated 
testing methods; someone who can show initiative in setting and meeting goals within an environment of 
managed change.  
 
Requirements: Qualifications & Accreditations: 
IT Degree / Diploma 
ISTQB Foundation 
ISTQB Advanced Test Analyst will be beneficial 
 
Requirements: Experience & Skills 
Minimum of 4 years’ experience in testing software solutions  
Minimum of 2 years’ experience in a test automation role 
Experience in Selenium, TestNG, JMeter, SOAPUI, POSTMAN, Rest Assured, Appium 
Extensive knowledge in developing automation test scripts 
Exposure to automated testing methodologies 
Ability to write medium complexity TSQL database queries 
Exposure to Java or C# programming 
Agile testing experience beneficial 
TFS/Azure DevOps Server experience 
Extensive knowledge of the full software testing life-cycle 
 
 Summary: Duties & Responsibilities: 
 
Implement testing best practices, including: 

- Functional and integration testing, and liaison with development team to ensure appropriate test 
coverage. 

- Quality Assurance checks during internal developments and third-party suppliers to ensure that 
only ‘fit-for-purpose’ code is delivered into test environments owned by the LAWtrust Testing 
team 

- Preparation of test scenarios and scripts in a structured way, prioritised to reflect business or 
technical priorities and are approved by appropriate stake holders. Scope is to cover test cycle 
contents and regression packs. 

- Regression testing after every release to ensure that the functionality of the current solution(s) is 
not broken in the test environments. 

- Execution and ongoing maintenance of automated and manual test artefacts. 

- Identify, source, manage and maintain automated and manual test input data paying close 
attention to data integrity correctness. 

- Demonstrate throughout the understanding of testing issues within a complex project. 

- Work with the Development team to capture and reuse automated Unit Test Cases, Test Stubs 
and Drivers, and other Development test objects. 
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- Maintenance of test stubs, harnesses and/or simulators to support testing objectives and 
activities. 

- Complete the objectives of each assignment within the agreed timeframe and carry out other 
tasks as agreed with the Manager. 

- Work closely with Developers and other teams, as necessary, to assist in resolving identified 
issues/defects. 

- Ensure proper version control and configuration management of all test objects developed and 
test environments used. 

 
Results Tracking and Reporting: 

- Ensure that all test results are recorded for each test cycle. 

- Ensure that all defects encountered are reviewed and recorded on the defect tracking tool i.e. TFS 

- Update test execution status following agreed-upon processes as part of regularly-scheduled test 
status updates. 

- Trace test cases and results back to specific quality risks. 

- Perform re-testing of defects and issues that were reported during a test cycle. 
 
Line Functional Responsibilities: 

- Provide daily updates on defects status. 

- Log time in the LAWtrust time management system. 

- Mentor peers in terms of technology, good practice and test design. 

- Commit to keep abreast of latest developments in terms of information security and testing. 

- Provide input to new solutions and technology LAWtrust should be use or implement. 
 
If you’ve got the above, you’ve got what it takes - apply now: 
 

- E-mail your CV to our HR Manager, Nina at nina@lawtrust.co.za. 

- Negotiable salary on offer; please add your salary expectation on your application. 

- Please apply with your updated CV – remember to include references with updated contact 

details 

- Correspondence will only be conducted with short listed candidates.  

- Should you not hear from us within 14 days, please consider your application unsuccessful. 
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